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Adobe ColdFusion is a commercial rapid web application development platform created by J. J. Allaire in
1995. (The programming language used with that platform is also commonly called ColdFusion, though is
more accurately known as CFML.)
Adobe ColdFusion - Wikipedia
1.0 Introduction. This paper gives a high-level overview of how to use XML with databases. It describes how
the differences between data-centric and document-centric documents affect their usage with databases,
how XML is commonly used with relational databases, and what native XML databases are and when to use
them.
rpbourret.com - XML and Databases
Database Automation using VBA (Advanced Microsoft Access) 1. Introduction to VBA 6 1.1. What is VBA?
Notes: 1. INTRODUCTION TO VBA BA is a programming language based on Microsoft Visual Basic(VB)
language.
Database Automation using VBA - ucb-access.org
A few months ago, I was talking to a developer and we jokingly landed on the idea of Stack Overflow Driven
Development (SODD). Before long, we had concluded that there was a lot of SODD going on ...
Stack Overflow Driven Development (SODD) â€” It's Really A
Using a risk-driven model to achieve an Agile software architecture
A Risk-Driven Model for Agile Software Architecture
WARNING! Overview; Related Categories; Products. 4Suite, 4Suite Server; BaseX; Berkeley DB XML;
DBDOM; dbXML; Dieselpoint; DOMSafeXML; EMC Documentum xDB; eXist; eXtc
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